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A view on the Plaza de España

Our reporter took off to Seville last month, for the official opening party
of Eurostars Torre Sevilla: a new five star venue up in the highest tower in
the city centre. There was also ample time to discover Seville itself: one
of Spain’s most beautiful destinations. Let’s order some tapas and cava
and dive in, shall we?

The Alcázar gardens in all their glory

From left to right: Patio de las Doncellas in the Alcázar, Hospital De Los Venerenables Sacerdotes,
another arcade in the Alcázar and the beautiful dome of the Salon de Embajadores

S

eville is the capital of Andalucía and one of the
most beautiful cities in Spain. I’ve always wanted
to go there someday but it just didn’t happen yet
for various reasons. So when I got invited to attend the
official opening party of the brand new Eurostars Torre
Sevilla Hotel, I didn’t have to think twice.
Seville is a diverse city. It’s home to royal palaces, lush
manicured gardens and grand cathedrals. It combines
sensual flamenco dances with a wild party scene. Its
cobblestone alleys full of little bars and restaurants
are almost begging for exploration. The good life lurks
behind every corner here, and there’s always another
thing to do before calling it a day.
I got very lucky too. My flight was already fully booked,
so the kind people at GHS Global Hospitality and
Eurostars Hotels asked me whether or not I would be

willing to come a day earlier instead. Of course I would!
This meant 24 extra sun-drenched hours for me to
venture into the city as a tourist. No programme, no
meetings, just walking around enjoying the food and
letting the views sink in.

A nice day off

Eurostars Torre Sevilla is located on the top floors
of the highest tower in the city, not too far from the
major tourist spots. This makes for some spectacular
panoramic views. The tower is in fact so high it casts a
dark shadow over several city blocks at sunset – which
made me feel very good about myself somehow.
It took me just 25 minutes of leisurely walking to get
from the hotel lobby to the cathedral area in the centre.
Since the church itself was on the official programme
later, I ventured into the Barrio de Santa Cruz instead.

Serving as the Jewish quarter in the middle ages, this is
now a maze of atmospheric little streets and squares,
lined by colourful facades housing bars, shops and
tapas restaurants. After a quick lunch and some beers,
I visited the Hospital De Los Venerables Sacerdotes
next door. This 17th century mansion comes with a
beautiful patio, a fantastic baroque chapel and some
very famous Veláquez paintings. Mustn’t be skipped.
I ended the afternoon with a visit to the Alcázar – a
magnificent palace that comes with lavishly decorated
halls, beautiful gardens and endless arcades. Mainly
built by the Muslim rulers of the 11th century, it was
used as a seat of power for the later Christian kinds as
well. In fact tt’s still used for official functions today.
Waiting times can get long, but pre-booked tickets
allow you to skip the peasant-line and go straight in.
The two most awe-inspiring areas are the Patio de

las Doncellas and the Salon de Embajadores with its
fantastic dome. Both were used as sets for the Dornish
scenes in HBO’s Game of Thrones.
I’ve been travelling for long enough now to basically
always know someone to go for drinks with in any city
I go to, which is exactly what I did on my first night. If
you like quirky stuff: check out El Garlochi. This bar is
stuffed to the brim with holy idols, and you can order a
Sangre de Cristo (“Blood of Christ”) grenadine cocktail.
The next day was spent checking out the iconic Plaza
de España – what a glorious place that is. I also took a
look at Las Setas: the slightly controversial but no less
iconic “mushroom” structures in the city centre. After
that last walk, it was finally time to head back to the
hotel for the official welcome, and of course to meet
my fellow guests.

This page: some impressions of Eurostars Torre Sevilla Hotel
Next page: pictures of the opening party, with on the top left: Manon
Brekelmans (Eventoir), Victoria Shipulina (CSM), Dina Spiegel (GHS
Global Hospitality) and Ieva Gudaité (Hirespace)

Getting to know the hotel

After meeting the other delegates – a small group of
assorted foreigners and a larger group of very enthusiastic Spanish planners – we were ready for a tour of
the hotel. Eurostars Torre Sevilla is a five star venue
occupying the top 19 floors in the Torre Sevilla tower.
Standing more than 180 meters tall, it’s the highest
skyscraper in the whole region. The design is modern
with local touches. The 257 rooms all have huge windows with city views. The hotel comes with an exclusive restaurant on the 34rd floor and a large spa centre.
More than 15 meeting rooms are available in different
sizes. The ground floor houses a big function hall and
in the tower’s shadow lies a brand new shopping mall
with an open promenade in the middle. Both are suitable for events.
The coolest asset of the hotel can be found on the top
floor: the Atalaya Terrace. There’s a cocktail bar for
manhattans and cosmopolitan here, and it offers 360°
views on the entire city. Sunset here is amazing. It’s the

perfect place for hot summer night functions, but since
it’s open to the elements you might want to look for an
alternative on the rare occasions rain is predicted. One
small point of criticism: the bar closes quite early. 1 am
on weekends and 11 pm on weekdays seems insufficient for the average business group. If you ask me,
this place should be turned into a sky bar like the ones
you have in Bangkok. It would become one of the city’s
main draws for the rich and famous.
Another tour but in good company
After enjoying two days of perfect sunshine by myself, I
was secretly slightly amused about the other delegates
having to do a city tour in the pouring rain. Just a little
though, because obviously I had to join them and get
soaked myself. Luckily the tour started indoors in the
cathedral. This is one of the biggest Catholic churches in the world. It’s huge and disorienting, and sports
some incredibly massive golden altarpieces. It’s also
home to the casket of Christopher Columbus, carried
by four burly statues. Funnily enough, Columbus has

Tallinn’s many hidden alleyways and courtyards are
perfect for atmospheric and exciting performances.

Pictures of the group tour through the city, with the magnificent altar of the Seville Cathedral on the right

another grave in the Dominican Republic, and was
exhumed and reburied several times. According to the
guide, just 15% of his bones are still in the casket which means we’re basically looking at half a thighbone
and some fingers here. The more you know…
Lunch was served tapas style in a great place in the
centre called Los Corales. Courses were rich and plenty
and we lost count of them after a while. All of them
were tasty though, as was the wine. The afternoon was
spent revisiting the Alcázar – this time while soaking
wet, which diminished the experience just a tad.
The last stop was a site visit of the smaller Eurostars
Sevilla Boutique Hotel: a four star venue in the historic
centre. It houses 40 rooms and has a great rooftop
terrace with a bar and a swimming pool looking out on
the cathedral and its famous Giralda tower. It can cater
to events of up to 150 people.

Later that night it was party time. We were to suit up
for the official opening event of the hotel and were
joined by a string of local celebs, politicians and business people. It was a fancy gathering with lots of food
stands, an open bar and a variety of flamenco and
ballet performances.
The Spanish delegates proved quite the party animals,
which caused us all to be slightly hung-over the next
morning. Our goodbye river boat tour was the perfect
way to wake ourselves up without having to be too active. The sun was out again in full force, as if yesterday
never happened.
Watching the city peacefully float by from both sides
made me wish I had booked a couple of more days.
There’s still so much left to discover and my time was
up. Seville is a thriving, lively city. Spain is more than
Barcelona and Seville is one of many valuable alter-

natives to the country’s number one destination. Its
cultural, gastronomic and entertainment value should
not be underestimated, and neither can its venues or
meetings potential.

BBT Online was invited by Dina Spiegel, Director of
Sales – Europe at GHS Global Hospitality. GHS is a
worldwide sales and marketing company launched to
fulfil the needs of independent hotels for personalised
sales. They represent over 160 independent hotels
worldwide.
More info on: www.g-h-s.com.
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Eurostars Hotels
Eurostars Hotels is part of Grupa Hotusa. This
group runs over 200 hotels and has 4,300 more
associated venues in its portfolio.
Eurostars Hotels are all venues in the 4-5 star
range: urban, high quality hotels in a strategic
location in the business area or the city centre.
Exe Hotels is the second Grupa Hotusa brand.
These are 3-4 star urban venues.
Most of their hotels are located in Spain, but
there are plenty to be found in the rest of Europe
and some in the Americas as well.
For more info, check www.hotusagroup.com.

A Planner’s view

Ieva Gudaitė (28) works as an event organiser and account
manager for Hirespace, an event agency and venuefinder
based in London.
“I was only here for a couple of days, so I’ll have to come
back and do more exploring to be able to say much about
the destination.”
“The hotel however was beautiful. The location is great,
within walking distance from the city centre. All of the
rooms offer great views and there is lots to do in terms of
meeting space and spas. So even if you don’t have the time
to venture into the city, you can still have an amazing day.”

Enjoy some more pictures of Seville and the opening party
On the left page are the Las Setas “mushrooms, under it you’ll see the
chapel of the Hospital de los Verenables and an archway of the Alcázar.

